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PRESIDENT’S PAGE

There Ain’t No Time for The Summertime Blues
June is a busy month in the Louisville legal community. Often, attorneys are in a mad
dash to get their final CLE credits, recently-graduated law students are beginning their bar
examination studies and law students often have their first real-life experiences working
in law firms as interns and clerks. This summer, the LBA is helping welcome these (hopefully) future lawyers by sponsoring many different events.
First, we’re excited to bring back our annual Summer Intern Program. Thanks to the
generosity of our donors, we’ve raised enough money to place up to nine students from
Central High School in internship positions with firms and public service legal offices
across the city. On June 3, the LBA is hosting a Summer Intern Orientation luncheon
where the students will get to meet each other, learn more about what will be expected of
them in their new roles and talk about their new responsibilities.
From June 6 through 11, the LBA, the KBA Young Lawyers Division, the University of
Louisville Brandeis School of Law and Bellarmine University are hosting the annual
Summer Law Institute (SLI). This annual program is for high school students interested
in the legal profession. Participants will learn the fundamentals of trial procedure, discuss important legal and social issues and study how
the law affects people’s lives. SLI provides high school
students an opportunity to meet and interact with local
lawyers, judges and law professors. Throughout the
week, students will be participating in workshops and
mock trial practice with the students from Bellarmine
Mock Trial team.

every day the deleterious and harmful effects underfunding the judicial branch has on all corners of our
community, many community members are unaware
of those effects. That underfunding comes in many
shapes and sizes, from underpaid judges and judicial
staff, to overworked public defenders and prosecutors, to widespread vacancies in our jail, prisons and
correctional staffs.
Another goal I set out in my January President’s Page
was improving the Bar Center technological capabilities and updating the Bar Center’s physical space. Since
then, the LBA’s Executive Director, Kristen Miller, the
Executive Committee and the newly formed Bar Center
Use Committee have been regularly meeting to discuss
potential IT and structural improvements, as well as
some potential ways to make the Bar Center a professional and personal hub for Louisville’s legal community.
In fact, we’ve had some preliminary meetings with some
space designers to help us envision all the Bar Center’s
potential capabilities. I urge you to stay tuned because
these future steps are sure to be especially exciting.

“

In my first President’s Page, I set forth some
of the goals I wanted to accomplish during
my term as LBA President. I’d like to use
this President’s Page to look back to see the
progress the Board has made since January.

The SLI has previously received the National Association of Bar Executives and LexisNexis Community &
Educational Outreach Award. Every year, SLI receives
high praise from students, parents and local practitioners
who interact with the group. The SLI seeks a diverse class
of students willing to perform at their highest level for
this unique opportunity. As of today, there are almost
20 graduates of SLI who are now actively practicing law,
most of whom are in Louisville. If you would like to know
more about the SLI and how you can help us with future sessions, please contact Marisa
Motley at mmotley@loubar.org.

From June 15-17, the LBA will join many of our fellow members at the Kentucky Bar Association Annual Convention in Owensboro. Our LBA staff will be in the exhibit area
promoting our Placement Service, the Kentucky Lawyer Referral Service and talking to
new and experienced attorneys about the benefits of membership. If you plan being in
Owensboro, please stop by the LBA booth to say hello and grab some swag.
In July, the LBA will be hosting a reception for recent Kentucky Bar admittees, going back
as far as winter 2020, and summer associates and interns. Stay tuned as more information about this event becomes available. Later in July, the LBA will host its final summer
associate/intern event, which will be a farewell reception. Please join your fellow LBA
members in celebrating the various summer associates, interns and volunteers by giving
them the sendoff they deserve before heading back to school.
*****
In my first President’s Page, I set forth some of the goals I wanted to accomplish during
my term as LBA President. I’d like to use this President’s Page to look back to see the
progress the Board has made since January.
In my January 2022 President’s Page, one goal I set was improving the communication
and interaction between the LBA and its membership, as well as the general public. I am
pleased to report that we have accomplished this goal; by the time you read this article,
the LBA will have hosted three open forums and educational sessions concerning issues
that affect many people in our community—cash bail reform, medical marijuana and
suicide prevention. Not only did the LBA stream the forums on its various social media
platforms, but a wide variety of local print and broadcast media also reported on them.
Likewise, the LBA partnered with The Courier-Journal and the League of Women Voters to publish many question-and-answer articles with the candidates participating in
the recent judicial primaries. Not only did those articles introduce voters to the various
candidates, they also explained the many differences between levels within our judicial
system. Moreover, on May 1, the LBA released the results of its membership-wide poll
evaluating the judicial primary candidates in hopes of better educating the members of
public when they stepped into the voting booth on primary day.
In March, The Courier-Journal published a piece I wrote imploring the legislature to fully
and equitably fund Kentucky’s Judicial Branch. Although we as lawyers see practically
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I also wrote in January about my goal to update the
LBA’s public calling card—our logo. I’m happy to say
that our Logo Committee sent out a proposal to nearly a
dozen graphic designers and creative firms back in April
and received numerous very impressive responses. The
Committee will be voting soon on a potential partner
and making a recommendation to our Board so we can
get this process underway in the next few weeks.

Finally, later this summer the Board of Directors will
start a new strategic planning process which will set the
organization’s vision and direction for the coming years. It has been several years since
the Board formulated a strategic plan, and all the exciting initiatives and ideas the Board
has discussed mandate that a formal plan be put in place to help guide the organization
and to provide consistency in vision in the years to come.
Despite these accomplishments, there’s one area where I’ve fallen short—community
service. In my first President’s Page, I expressed my hope for starting an LBA Habitat for
Humanity house, for which members could volunteer at any time. After some investigating,
however, we learned that to build such a house, the LBA would need to be responsible for
paying for all the structure’s raw materials. Alternatively, the LBA could sponsor a team
of volunteers each weekend, but it would cost the organization thousands of dollars for
those teams to participate. In the coming months, we will be looking for different ways in
which our members can volunteer in our community. In the meantime, however, our very
important pro bono work is bouncing back post-pandemic. We are currently revamping
our Call-A-Lawyer service to allow volunteers to take calls remotely instead of working
from the Bar Center each month. If you would like to sign up for this month’s panel and
share very general legal advice with our callers from the comfort of your own phone,
please let Marisa Motley know. We will also be bringing back our Pro Se Divorce Clinics
this fall. Join us for a free CLE on August 11 to learn how you can help people complete the
appropriate paperwork to file for divorce on their own—stay tuned for more information
in a future issue of Bar Briefs.
I also welcome your individual input and opinions. If you have an idea about an event,
CLE or other program you would like to see the LBA host, please let me know. Alternatively, if you perceive any problems or have misgivings about a particular program or
the Board’s current vision, please reach out to me. My e-mail is seth@gladsteinlawfirm.
com and my cell number (502) 230-1978. The Board, including the President, serves as
the membership’s pleasure, and wants nothing more than the organization to succeed for
generations to come. Your input is imperative for the LBA to reach that goal.

Seth A. Gladstein
LBA President

June 2022
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IMPROVING ACCESS – COURT NEWS

District Court Amnesty Dockets Seek to
Alleviate Jail Overcrowding
In one of the many plans in progress to alleviate jail overcrowding, District Court Amnesty Dockets will be held starting at 1 p.m. on the afternoons of June 7, 8 and 9.
The Amnesty Dockets are spearheaded by the Jefferson County Attorney’s Office, joined by justice partners from
the Jefferson District Court bench, the Jefferson County Clerk’s Office, the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office, the
Administrative Office of the Courts, the Public Defender’s Office, the Office of the Commonwealth’s Attorney and the
private criminal defense bar.
These dockets allow people with bench warrants on certain nonviolent charges to request to have their case(s) redocketed in an effort to resolve them instead of leading to an arrest. The dockets will be staffed by judges, prosecutors,
public defenders, clerks and deputies, with the hope of expediting resolutions, not just simply setting aside bench
warrants. If the public response demands the creation of more Amnesty Dockets, they will be added in the future.
The following offenses DO NOT qualify to be on the Amnesty Docket: Class A, B, or C Felonies; any violent Misdemeanor or violent Class D Felonies; any domestic violence offenses; or any case that involves a gun charge. It is also
important to note that the creation of the Amnesty Dockets does not mean warrants will not be served during this time.
We encourage anyone with a warrant that does not qualify for the Amnesty Docket to contact an attorney or go to
the Hall of Justice (401 S. Sixth St., Louisville, KY 40202 ) and see a case manager to schedule a court date.
While there are approximately 33,543 active cases currently out on bench warrant from district court, Amnesty
Docket space is limited. To qualify, one must sign up on the website (below) and be given a specific time and date to
be heard in Jefferson District Court.
The Amnesty Dockets do not automatically dismiss charges or eliminate the requirement to
show up to court in person. Warrants will not be recalled until the person appears in court.
You may digitally fill out the redocket request form at:
www.louisvilleprosecutors.org/redocket or by scanning the QR code on left.

William F. McMurry & Associates, PLLC
Trust us to handle your clients’
Legal Malpractice Claims

Public Notice for Reappointment of
Incumbent U.S. Magistrate Judge
Colin H. Lindsay
The current term of office of United States
Magistrate Judge Colin H. Lindsay for the
U.S. District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, Louisville Division, is
due to expire on December 30, 2022. The
United States District Court is required by
law to establish a panel of citizens to consider the reappointment of the Magistrate
Judge to a new eight-year term.
The duties of a Magistrate Judge in this court include the following:
(1) conduct of most preliminary proceedings in criminal cases; (2)
trial and disposition of misdemeanor cases; (3) conduct of various
pretrial matters and evidentiary proceedings on delegation from
a district judge; and (4) trial and disposition of civil cases upon
consent of the litigants.
Comments from members of the bar and the public are invited
as to whether the incumbent magistrate judge should be recommended by the panel for reappointment by the Court and should
be directed to:
Mark S. Riddle, Esq., Chair
Merit Selection Panel
Dentons Bingham Greenebaum, LLP
3500 PNC Tower, 101 S. Fifth St., Louisville, KY 40202
Merit_selection_panel@kywd.uscourts.gov
Comments must be received by June 13, 2022. n

Your UNDUPLICATED Office Technology,
Equipment and Service Professionals

William F. McMurry

Board Certified as a Legal Malpractice Specialist
by the American Board of Professional Liability Attorneys
(ABPLA.ORG)
The ABPLA is Accredited by the ABA to certify
Specialists in the field of Legal Malpractice

Bill@courtroomlaw.com
(502) 326-9000

LOUISVILLE • LEXINGTON • ELIZABETHTOWN • LONDON

(502) 589-5555 | (800) 633-8921
Quality with Service...
• Office Equipment

• Professional Printing
• Document Management
• Managed I.T. Services
• Corporate Mailing Systems
• Integrated Technology Services
• Managed Print Services

duplicatorsales.net
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SERVING OUR MEMBERS

Don’t Be Afraid to Take a Risk: A Conversation with Ellen Hesen
Chief Judge Mitch Perry
Over the next couple issues of this newsletter, I intend to highlight
people who have done consistently great work over their careers and
have made a significant impact in the legal community and across the
Commonwealth. For this issue, I recently sat down with my friend,
Deputy Mayor Ellen Hesen, to discuss her illustrious career.

ELLEN
HESEN

Born and raised in Louisville, Kentucky, Hesen graduated from Sacred
Heart High School before going to Xavier University where she majored
in History. Following her graduation from Xavier, Hesen was searching
for her next chapter and saw an ad in the paper for a receptionist at
the law firm of Joe White. She applied and got the position, where she
flourished under White’s encouragement and mentorship. He gradually
entrusted her with more and more responsibility, including sending her
to a legal research class in Midway, KY.
This led her to attend the University of Louisville Law School night
program, during which time she clerked with the County Attorney
Bruce Miller. She graduated from the University of Louisville in 1984
and went into private practice at Barnett & Alagia. While at Barnett
& Alagia, she worked all over the Southeast region. After that, she
went to Woodward, Hobson & Fulton where she became one of the
first female partners.
Hesen left Woodward, Hobson & Fulton in 1996 to join Governor Paul
Patton’s administration as General Counsel for the Cabinet of Health
and Family Services. She later served as General Counsel for State
Auditor Crit Luallen. Following that, she served as General Counsel
for Governor Steve Beshear from 2007 to 2010, where she was the
first woman to serve as General Counsel for a Kentucky governor. In
2011, she left the Beshear administration to join Mayor Greg Fischer’s

new administration as Deputy Mayor, a role she has served in for the
past 11 years.
When discussing her role as Deputy Mayor, Hesen notes that people often
do not think about the scope of local government. “We run over 20 different
businesses every day,” said Ellen. “These range from the jail, to sanitation,
to the parks and the zoo. It is a 24/7 job that moves at a much faster pace
than statewide or federal matters.” This sweeping array of responsibilities
also gives her the ability to make a real impact in her community, something
that Hesen describes as one of the best parts of the job.
“We really have the opportunity to make a difference in peoples’ everyday lives,” she said. However, she has noted that increasing polarization
has made the job more difficult over the past decade.
As the Fischer administration draws to an end, Hesen is looking
forward to a bright future for Louisville and the state. “People make a
lot of comparisons to Nashville or Indianapolis, and say ‘we should
be more like that,’ but I think Louisville is best served as being the
best version of itself and not trying to copy any other place,” she said.
Hesen is looking forward to taking a step back from the hectic pace of
government but is still going to search for ways to make a difference in
the community, as she has her whole life. When
asked about her advice for young lawyers, she
responded, “Don’t be afraid to do something
different. Take a risk and work hard. You never
know where it will lead you.”
Chief Judge Mitch Perry presides in Division 3 of Jefferson Circuit Court. n

Offering over 35 years of judicial experience

Judge Jerry Bowles

Judge Joan Byer

502-558-6142
judgejerrybowles@gmail.com

502-216-9030
judgebyer@gmail.com

(Ret.)

(Ret.)

. . . your first choice in family law mediation.
www.loubar.org
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New Federal Practice Section
Getting Off the Ground
Christopher Tieke and Tommy Gleason
Connecting the Louisville Bar with the local federal bench. That is the goal of the Louisville Bar
Association’s newest section—the Federal Practice Section. We hope you will join the section
and join our upcoming events.
Late last year, the LBA created the Federal Practice Section at the request and initiative of the
Louisville judges sitting on the United States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky,
and in particular Judge David J. Hale.
In the summer of 2021, Judge Hale reached out to the LBA to let us know there was an interest
among the judges to grow the local legal community’s access to, investment in and relationship
with the District Court through the creation
of a new LBA section along with other
initiatives. The Court generously offered its
facilities and financial support to the LBA
to help get the Federal Practice Section
off the ground and increase membership
and interest.
The Federal Practice Section is intended to
cast a wide net.
As the co-chairs of the section, we have
been asked to encourage broad participation and membership of criminal and
civil practitioners, new attorneys, seasoned
veterans and any attorneys who may not
yet practice in federal court but who have
a social or professional interest in learning more.

Judge Hale and Judge Jennings spoke about their backgrounds, paths to the bench, chambers
practices and their hopes for the new Federal Practice Section. The judges took questions from
attendees and from LBA President Seth Gladstein, who moderated. After the presentation, all
attendees were invited to a social reception with appetizers and soft drinks with the judges and
other section members in the historic Gene Snyder Courthouse Law Library.
The event was very well attended, fun and informative, and based on feedback at the reception,
was very well received by all who participated.
We would like to thank Judge Hale and Judge Jennings for their time and participation and for
opening the Law Library and providing
refreshments for attendees. We also would
like to thank Mr. Gladstein for serving as an
excellent moderator, and Western District
of Kentucky Clerk of Court James J. Vilt Jr.
and his staff who hosted and helped plan the
event, and who have provided significant
time and other support to the section.
There are plans for future panel presentations and receptions with other members
of the federal bench. Please be on the
lookout for more information. We hope
you will attend!

Above (L to R): Christopher Tieke, Judge Rebecca Grady Jennings, Judge David Hale, Seth Gladstein, Tommy Gleason.

One of our primary goals is to create
meaningful programming that will help to
demystify federal practice for new lawyers
and provide other opportunities for all of
us to learn about federal practice and the
Federal Courthouse.

We have other ideas and events in the
pipeline as well. There will continue to be
periodic legal education programming focused on local practice issues, including an
upcoming CLE focused on the courthouse
and courtroom technology. We also have
periodic section meetings that are open to
all members.
If you are interested in joining the Federal
Practice Section for the remainder of this
year, please e-mail Marisa Motley at mmotley@loubar.org. There is no fee to join for
2022. Future events will be published on the
LBA’s online calendar, and notices will be
sent via e-mail to section members.

We hope that increasing social and interactive events at the courthouse with the local
federal judges will provide members of the
section with opportunities to meet, learn
from and interact with the judges in less formal settings. We believe this will help section
We welcome you to join the section and
members improve their skills, knowledge
attend our meetings. Additionally, please
Above: reception following the April panel presentation at the Gene Snyder Federal Courthouse.
and comfort-level in Federal Court. We also
reach out to one of us if you have any
believe that building community among local
ideas for programming or would like to get
lawyers will foster collegiality and encourage professionalism within the local bar.
involved. We have found that organic ideas from members of the section are often the best and
reflect the greatest opportunity and need.
The Federal Practice Section has already held a number of successful events.
We also invite any and all who are interested to reach out to either of us personally if you have
We announced our section in the fall of 2021 and held our first section meeting with more than
an interest in planning or leadership opportunities in the future.
20 attendees. At that first meeting, Judge Hale helped to introduce the section’s purpose and plans.
The Federal Practice Section is off to a strong start. With generous support from the local judges
In November 2021, the section hosted a CLE program entitled “A View from the Bench: Civil
and LBA leadership, the section hopes to continue to serve as a vehicle for more interaction
Settlement Conferences and Proceedings in the Age of Zoom.” Magistrate Judges Regina S.
between the bench and the bar, social opportunities and continuing legal
Edwards and Lanny King presented the program. The judges discussed their experiences,
education focused on civil and criminal practice in federal court.
shared unique observations and raised best practices for all types of civil proceedings via
video-conference platforms, with a specific focus on settlement conferences.
It has been a great opportunity and a privilege for each of us to participate
in this new initiative between the LBA and the Federal Court. Please join
In December of 2021, the section hosted a similar CLE geared towards criminal proceedings,
us and see for yourself!
“A View from the Bench: Preliminary Criminal Matters in the Age of Zoom.” Magistrate Judges
Colin H. Lindsay and H. Brent Brennenstuhl discussed preliminary federal criminal proceedings conducted by video conference. The judges highlighted their experiences handling initial
Christopher Tieke is an Assistant United States Attorney for the Western District
appearances, arraignments, detention hearings and other matters via video. They also shared
of Kentucky. He prosecutes all types of criminal matters and offenses. Tieke can
practice pointers and helpful tips and discussed their views about the future of video-conferencing
be reached at christopher.tieke@usdoj.gov.
technology in criminal matters.
In March the section hosted its first meeting of 2022, where we discussed upcoming plans and
topics for CLEs later in the year.
In April the section held a panel presentation and reception at the Gene Snyder Federal Courthouse, featuring U.S. District Judges David J. Hale and Rebecca Grady Jennings.
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Tommy Gleason is a Member at Frost Brown Todd in Louisville. He prosecutes
and defends complex civil litigation matters in federal and state courts and in
arbitral proceedings. His work often involves breach of contract, fraud, business
tort, government investigations, trade secrets and restrictive covenants, securities
fraud or defense of individual and class-action consumer claims. Gleason can
be reached at tgleason@fbtlaw.com. n

www.loubar.org

Serving your
practice as
our own.
For more information call us at 502-568-6100 or
Submit for a quick quote at www.LMICK.com

www.loubar.org
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LEGAL AID SOCIETY’S CENTENNIAL
BROWN-FORMAN SPIRIT OF JUSTICE AWARD
we want your input - nominate someone today!
Since 2015, Legal Aid Society has awarded
annually the Brown-Forman Spirit of Justice
Award to an individual or individuals who have
made a significant contribution to the mission of
Legal Aid Society and who have had a lasting
impact on ensuring justice in our community.
Past recipients include Edward
(Ned) and Cornelia (Nina) Bonnie,
R. James (Jim) Straus, The Honorable
Boyce F. Martin, Jr., Stephen Reily,
Martha Hasselbacher, Sadiqa Reynolds,
and The Honorable Denise Clayton.
This year, we will honor the recipient
at our Justice in the Jazz Age
100th Anniversary Gala on October 29th
and we want your help naming our
Centennial Recipient!

Neva Scott, Denise Clayton,
Kendrick Riggs

Neva Scott, R. James Straus,
Stephen Reily

Kendrick Riggs, Peter Hasselbacher,
Martha Hasselbacher, Neva Scott

Visit YourLegalAid.org/SpiritofJustice to nominate
someone you think has made a profound impact
on access to justice in our community!

save the date!

DEADLINE TO SUBMIT
NOMINATIONS IS JUNE 30!
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A Message from Interim Dean Lars Smith
This past year has been one of changes and challenges for us.
Among the numerous personnel changes that have happened over the course of this past year,
the most important is that we are welcoming a new Dean, Professor Melanie Jacobs, who
comes to us from Michigan State University College of Law. She will start with us on July 1.
She brings a wealth of knowledge and experience, including having served as Interim Dean at
MSU, leading that school during its merger with the university. I know Dean Jacobs is eager to
get to meet everyone in the Louisville legal community.

We were also the recipient of a very generous donation by Amy Sherald, who painted the
wonderful portrait of Breonna Taylor that is now co-owned by the Speed Museum and the
Smithsonian Institution. Her generous gift has enabled us to create the Breonna Taylor Fellowship program, which will annually support three students who will engage in legal work
dedicated to social justice over the summer. This gift was made possible in large part by the
efforts of Professor Cedric Powell.

In addition to Dean Jacobs, we also have two new professors at the law school that joined us
this year: Professor Cassie Chambers Armstrong and Professor CJ Ryan. This past year, Professor Armstrong taught Torts and Administrative Law, and Professor Ryan taught Decedents’
Estates, Secured Transactions and Law and Economics.

We have also made strides in addressing issues identified by the ABA related to wellbeing in the
profession. Our first year Lawyering Skills professors, Professor Shavonnie Carthens, Professor Sara Ochs and Associate Dean JoAnne Sweeny, worked with Visiting Scholar Professor
Lisle Baker to incorporate aspects of positive psychology and professional identity formation
into the first-year curriculum. Professor Baker is a law professor at Suffolk University with a
Masters in Positive Psychology from University of Pennsylvania, and has spent the better part
of the last decade focusing his research on how to address issues of wellbeing for lawyers and
law students. He will be working with Professor Dan Canon next year to apply these concepts
in our externship program.

Also new to the school is Assistant Dean for Professional Development Donna Lee, who is
working with students to assist them in finding permanent employment and public service opportunities. In addition, Heend Sheth stepped into the role of Interim Director of the Ackerson
Law Clinic after Shelley Santry was appointed family court judge.
On the academic front, we have taken on two new clinical opportunities. First, the Director of
the Entrepreneurship Clinic, attorney Will Metcalf, expanded the scope of the work they do to
include Name, Image and Likeness (NIL) rights for student athletes. This is an exciting area for
us, and the hope is that we are able grow this into a separate clinical opportunity for students
in the near future. Second, we started the Elder Law Clinic at the Trager Center for Optimal
Aging, run by attorney Misty van Trease. The clinic provides basic will and estate planning
advice to patients being served through the Center.
We have also upgraded the facilities in the school over the past year. We completed the work
on the Breit Courtroom upgrade (formerly the Allen Courtroom), installed a new exhibit in
the library dedicated to Martin Luther King Jr.’s visit to the law school in 1967 and upgraded
the flooring on the first and second floors. These upgrades were made possible by generous
donations from attorneys and firms in the community, including attorneys Marc Breit, Paul
Casi, John DeCamillis and Robert Mattingly, and the firms of Winton & Heistand and Wyatt
Tarrant & Combs. These upgrades have revitalized our main courtroom and associated meeting
room and common areas in important ways. I hope you get the chance to visit the school and
see what we have been able to achieve.

I don’t want to dwell on the many challenges we faced this year. Suffice it to say that we dealt
with many of the same issues faced by others in our community. I will note that we would not
be ending the year in such a positive fashion—enrolling the largest first year class in several
years, graduating 82 students in May and having risen in the US News rankings—were it not
for the hard work and dedication of the faculty and staff at our school. I owe them all a great
debt of gratitude for pulling together in difficult times to keep us moving forward.
I also want to take this opportunity to thank the Louisville legal community for your ongoing
support of the Louis D. Brandeis School of Law. It has been an honor to
serve as Interim Dean for this past year, and I look forward to working
with Dean Jacobs in the years to come.
And of course, go Cards!
Lars Smith
Interim Dean
Louis D. Brandeis School of Law

S E I L L E R W A T E R M A N L L C

Durham

Gosnell

Gary

K. Saksefski

Buttorff

Draut

Lannon

R. Saksefski

SEILLER WATERMAN+WEBER ROSE
Seiller Waterman is merging with Weber Rose and we’d like to welcome 8 new attorneys joining our firm. We’re
happy to announce Darryl W. Durham, Michael R. Gosnell, James M. Gary and B. Keith Saksefski will be joining
the firm as Members and Cynthia S. Buttorff, A. Andrew Draut and Michael E. Lannon will be joining the firm as
Of Counsel. Rebecca M. Saksefski will be joining the firm as an Associate. Welcome to the team!
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I love LawPay! I’m not sure why I
waited so long to get it set up.

+

– Law Firm in Ohio
Member
Benefit
Provider

Trusted by 50,000 law firms, LawPay is a simple,
secure solution that allows you to easily accept credit
and eCheck payments online, in person, or through
your favorite practice management tools.
22% increase in cash flow with online payments
Vetted and approved by all 50 state bars, 70+
local and specialty bars, the ABA, and the ALA
62% of bills sent online are paid in 24 hours

YOUR FIRM
LOGO HERE

Trust Payment
IOLTA Deposit
New Case Reference
***

**** **** **** 9995

TOTAL: $1,500.00
POWERED BY

PAY ATTORNEY

Get started at

lawpay.com/loubar
866-554-9202
Data based on an average of firm accounts
receivables increases using online billing solutions.
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LawPay is a registered agent of Wells Fargo Bank
N.A., Concord, CA, Synovus Bank, Columbus, GA.,
and Fifth Third Bank, N.A., Cincinnati, OH.
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CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
The Legal Community’s LOCAL CLE Programming
Brought to you by the Louisville Bar Association

LBA Diversity & Inclusion
Committee One-Hour

LBA One-Hour

LBA + Lifetime Financial
Growth One-Hour

Critical Race Theory & the Law

Disruption or Devastation:
IT Management for Your Law Practice

Wednesday, June 1

Tuesday, June 7

Thursday, June 23

More details to come.

This seminar will cover multiple ways to protect your law practice
including multi-factor authentication, external e-mail banners
and backups. Topics include: modern day security, multi-layer
security approach and Office 365 security and best practices.

This presentation helps answer: What is the crisis in retirement
planning? What are the risks in retirement? And, what on earth
is a flooring strategy? Use it to help change client thinking from
accumulating net worth to thinking about generating retirement
income. Along the way, inform them about the five main risks
to a financially secure retirement. The presentation concludes
with the flooring strategy—the need to establish a retirement
income floor that should cover clients’ basic expenses and the
role annuities may play in that strategy.

Speaker: Professor Cedric Merlin Powell, University of
Louisville Brandeis School of Law
Time: Noon – 1 p.m. — Program
Place: Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
Price: $40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members | $15 Paralegal Members |
$15 for qualifying YLS Members | $25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members,
Government or Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
Credits: 1.0 CLE Hour — Pending

Speakers: Polina Nikolova, Dean Dorton
Time: Noon – 1 p.m. — Program
Place: Dean Dorton office, 435 N. Whittington Pkwy., Ste. 400, 40222 or
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
Price: $40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members | $15 Paralegal Members |
$15 for qualifying YLS Members | $25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members,
Government or Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
Credits: 1.0 CLE Hour — Pending

LBA Litigation Section
Ethics One-Hour

LBA Probate & Estate Planning Section + K
Ky
y CPA Society

2022 What Clients Want from Outside
Counsel — In Their Own Words

4th Annual Estate Planning Conference

Thursday, June 2

Save the date for the 4th Annual Estate Planning Conference.
Watch the LBA website, www.loubar.org and/or your inbox
for more details!

Join a panel of in-house counsel who regularly select and manage outside counsel. Hear in their own words what makes the
relationship succeed or causes it to fail. The panel will also offer
insights on how their relationships with outside counsel have
evolved in a post-pandemic and remote work environment. You
will not want to miss this important and practical information.
Speakers: Karen M. Campbell, BF Companies, Reva D.
Campbell, Steel Technologies, Inc., Dana L. Collins, Jefferson County Public Schools, and Rachel A. Washburn,
KFC, US
Time: 9 – 10 a.m. — Program
Place: Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
Price: $40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members | $15 Paralegal Members |
$15 for qualifying YLS Members | $25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members,
Government or Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
Credits: 1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

LBA + Lifetime Financial
Growth One-Hour

Wednesday, June 8

LBA + Lifetime Financial
Growth One-Hour
Social Security for Attorneys
Thursday, June 9
This presentation is a good introduction to Social Security for
attorneys and financial professionals, a critical program for many
people contemplating retirement. This presentation covers: How
Social Security works, what participants and professionals should
know and different payment scenarios for retirees to consider.
Speaker: Matt Kelly, Lifetime Financial Growth
Time: Noon – 1 p.m. — Program
Place: Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
Price: $40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members | $15 Paralegal Members |
$15 for qualifying YLS Members | $25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members,
Government or Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
Credits: 1.0 CLE Hour — Pending

Next Now

Speaker: Matt Kelly, Lifetime Financial Growth
Time: Noon – 1 p.m. — Program
Place: Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
Price: $40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members | $15 Paralegal Members |
$15 for qualifying YLS Members | $25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members,
Government or Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
Credits: 1.0 CLE Hour — Pending

LBA & Louis D. Brandeis
Inn of Court One-Hour
12th Annual Lively M. Wilson Memorial
Lecture Series on Ethics, Professionalism, and Civility: What Would Louis Say
About Where We Are Today?
Wednesday, June 29
This one-hour presentation highlights the Louisville and
Kentucky roots that shaped the principles of Louis Brandeis
in his professional life as an advocate and as a justice on the
Supreme Court and suggests insights into how to frame how
we as lawyers can be guided by these principles today.
Speaker: Laura Rothstein, University of Louisville Brandeis
School of Law
Time: Noon – 1 p.m. — Program
Place: Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
Price: $40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members | $15 Paralegal Members |
$15 for qualifying YLS Members | $25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members,
Government or Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
Credits: 1.0 CLE Hour — Pending

LBA + Lifetime Financial
Growth One-Hour

The American Constitution Society & LBA
Appellate Law Section

This presentation is a brief overview of the purpose of deferred
compensation plans, who they are intended for and how
companies can use them to benefit their key employees. The
program also covers funding strategies, including opportunities
for companies to receive complete cost recovery. This program
is intended for attorneys and financial professionals to learn
the basics about deferred compensation programs and how to
identify an opportunity to implement one.

Business Succession Planning

Annual Supreme Court Update

Thursday, June 16

Thursday, June 30

This presentation covers the basics of business succession planning and buy-sell arrangements, including buy-sell planning,
cross-purchase, entity purchase and special-purpose LLC funding
methods. We will also discuss business continuation and succession planning, both from the seller’s and buyer’s perspectives.

The seminar will address the key cases before the U.S. Supreme
Court during the October Term 2021. We’ll recap key opinions
from the previous year, discuss any new or continuing trends
at the Court and preview the upcoming Term.

Speaker: Thomas D. Wyatt, Lifetime Financial Growth

Speaker: Thomas D. Wyatt, Lifetime Financial Growth

Speakers: Michael P. Abate, Kaplan Johnson Abate & Bird,
and more to be announced

Time: Noon – 1 p.m. — Program
Place: Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
Price: $40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members | $15 Paralegal Members |
$15 for qualifying YLS Members | $25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members,
Government or Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
Credits: 1.0 CLE Hour — Pending

Time: Noon – 1 p.m. — Program
Place: Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
Price: $40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members | $15 Paralegal Members |
$15 for qualifying YLS Members | $25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members,
Government or Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
Credits: 1.0 CLE Hour — Pending

Time: 11 a.m. – 1 p.m. — Program
Place: Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
Price: $80 LBA Members | $72 Sustaining Members | $15 Paralegal Members |
$15 for qualifying YLS Members | $25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members,
Government or Non-Profit Members | $160 Non-members
Credits: 2.0 CLE Hours — Pending

Deferred Compensation
Thursday, June 2

www.loubar.org
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CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour
Ethics
Yelp, I’ve Fallen for Social Media and I
Can’t LinkedOut: The Ethical Pitfalls of
Social Media
Thursday, June 2
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and other social media tools have
become ubiquitous in our high-tech society. And while social
media can undoubtedly help lawyers enhance their networks of
colleagues, clients and prospective clients, it can also ensnare
the unwary in a web of ethical violations.
Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

1 – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

Tuesdays with Teicher
Lining Your Pockets — The Dangers of
Lawyer/Client Conflicts

LBA National Speaker
Two-Hour Ethics
10 Ethical Tips from Hollywood Movies

Tuesday, June 7

June 9 or June 21

Getting a gift from a client? Going into business with a client?
Having a relationship with a client? It’s all covered by Rule 1.8.
Join the CLE Performer as he explains how issues of loyalty
and confidentiality could arise between lawyer and client.

Hollywood might not be able to teach much when it comes to
actual ethics, but it can teach legal ethics! This class covers the
Model Rules, and by using Hollywood storylines and real-life
examples, the attorney will be able to remember these rules
when it matters most—while practicing!

Speaker: Stuart Teicher, the CLE Performer
Time:
Place:
Price:

Credits:

9 – 10 a.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members |
$15 Paralegal Members | $15 for qualifying YLS Members |
$25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members, Government or
Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

Speaker: Joel Oster, Comedian of Law
Time:
Place:
Price:

Credits:

1 – 3 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$80 LBA Members | $72 Sustaining Members |
$15 Paralegal Members | $15 for qualifying YLS Members |
$25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members, Government or
Non-Profit Members | $160 Non-members
2.0 CLE Ethics Hours — Pending

Tuesdays with Teicher
LBA National Speaker
Two-Hour Ethics
Deal or No Deal: Ethics on Trial
Thursday, June 2
After learning the facts of a real case, the attorney will be presented with a deal. Should the attorney take the deal ... Or take
his or her chance at trial? We will cover inappropriate contact
with jurors, fist-fighting judges, lying attorneys, inappropriate
romantic interludes with clients and much more.
Speaker: Joel Oster, Comedian of Law
Time:
Place:
Price:

Credits:

1 – 3 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$80 LBA Members | $72 Sustaining Members |
$15 Paralegal Members | $15 for qualifying YLS Members |
$25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members, Government or
Non-Profit Members | $160 Non-members
2.0 CLE Ethics Hours — Pending

LBA National Speaker
Day-Long

LBA National Speaker
One-Hour
Implicit Bias in the Law
June 7 or June 27
It used to be thought that you don’t know what you don’t know.
Well, no more. This class explores what goes on under the
hood of the brain, the backside of a person’s operating system.
There are presumptions, assumptions and stereotypes that
influence decisions. Sometimes, these presumptions are good.
But sometimes, they can work to discriminate against people
based on race and sex. This class examines how implicit bias
works and how it can impact clients.
Speaker: Joel Oster, Comedian of Law
Time:
Place:
Price:

Credits:

1 – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members |
$15 Paralegal Members | $15 for qualifying YLS Members |
$25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members, Government or
Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
1.0 CLE Hour — Pending

June 3 or June 14 or June 28
John Cleese of Monty Python fame said, “He who laughs most,
learns best.” This applies equally to CLE and to persuading
others in court. Learn practical tips that will make you more
effective, efficient and persuasive in court. We will hit the
best deposition practices, ethical pitfalls in litigation, crossexamining like Vinny Gambini and how to avoid the dreaded
bench slap.

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour
Ethics

Speaker: Joel Oster, Comedian of Law

Stuart Teicher’s CLE Destination Films feel like a Vlog, travel
documentary and substantive ethics lesson all rolled up into
one. It’s unlike anything you’ve ever seen.

Credits:

9 a.m. – 6 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$280 LBA Members | $250 Sustaining Members |
$155 Paralegal Members | $150 for qualifying YLS Members |
$150 Solo/Small Practice Section Members, Government or
Non-Profit Members | $560 Non-members
7.0 (Including 2.0 Ethics) CLE Hours — Pending

Tuesday, June 14
One consistent change over the past several years is that
lawyers’ ethical duties are getting broader. Who would have
thought that something like “deep fakes” would be something
lawyers would need to understand? Join the CLE Performer,
Stuart Teicher, Esq., as he helps navigate the ethics issues
that are critical to all lawyers. Among other things, Stuart
will address technology/competence and the emerging duty
to investigate the potential misdeeds of our employers/clients.
Speaker: Stuart Teicher, the CLE Performer
Time:
Place:
Price:

Credits:

Lying, Loyalty and Lots of Ethics Rules:
A CLE Destination Film
Wednesday, June 8

Speaker: Stuart Teicher, the CLE Performer
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour
Ethics

1 – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

Tuesday, June 14
The human brain is wired to recognize patterns and make generalizations, even those based on faulty or incomplete information.
And contrary to popular opinion, lawyers are human as well,
and therefore, we are just as susceptible to forming biases and
acting upon them. And it does not require that we harbor ill will
or animus towards other people. In fact, most often, our biases
are not even our own, but rather those that have been taught to us.
In this eye-opening presentation, the presenter will use videos to
show lawyers just how easy it is to form these biases, how they
manifest themselves in the way we treat clients, colleagues and
opposing parties, and most importantly, how we can reduce the
effect of these biases by recognizing and compensating for them.
Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:
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9 – 10 a.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members |
$15 Paralegal Members | $15 for qualifying YLS Members |
$25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members, Government or
Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

I Think, Therefore I Am ... Biased:
How Implicit Biases Manifest in the Legal
Profession

Killing it in Court: Litigation Tips from a
Courtroom Comedian

Time:
Place:
Price:

Turning Up the Heat:
Ethical Times Are Getting Tougher

1 – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

www.loubar.org

CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour
Ethics

LBA National Speaker
Day-Long

LBA National Speaker
Day-Long

Stuart Takes a Trip and Teaches
Misconduct: A CLE Destination Film

A Comedic Debriefing of the Law

Trials of the Centuries: Landmark Cases

June 17 or June 30

Wednesday, June 22

Wednesday, June 15

This class is a comprehensive debriefing of the law. We will review
the crazy predicaments in which some ethically-challenged attorneys have found themselves. You will have to decide based on the
severity of the facts and the relevant model rule if you would make
a deal for that violation. We will explore the Model Rules through
the eyes of Hollywood. From Hollywood, it’s not a long journey
to our legal rock stars—the Nine! The Supreme Court, aka, the
Real League of Justice, has been busy exerting its superhero legal
powers. We will review a recent landmark Supreme Court case.
For example, Masterpiece Cakeshop and stale white wedding cake:
discrimination or a valid excuse to skip your cousin’s wedding?
Finally, we will take a countdown of the Top 10 wacky cases.

Learn from the legendary cases that shaped our legal system.
This class will remind the lawyer about the true essence of
being an attorney. We go back in time to review the most significant, precedent-setting, cultural-impacting cases over the
last several millennia. From Socrates to the Scopes Monkey
trials to O.J. Simpson, we look at the trial strategies, the issues
involved, the outcomes, and how those cases can make you a
better lawyer today.

Stuart Teicher’s CLE Destination Films feel like a vlog, travel
documentary and substantive ethics lesson all rolled up into
one. It’s unlike anything you’ve ever seen.
Speaker: Stuart Teicher, the CLE Performer
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

1 – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

Speaker: Joel Oster, Comedian of Law

LBA National Speaker
One-Hour Ethics
A Guide for Lying from Honest Abe

Time:
Place:
Price:

Credits:

9 a.m. – 6 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$280 LBA Members | $250 Sustaining Members |
$155 Paralegal Members | $150 for qualifying YLS Members |
$150 Solo/Small Practice Section Members, Government or
Non-Profit Members | $560 Non-members
7.0 (Including 3.0 Ethics) CLE Hours — Pending

Wednesday, June 15
Lawyers, liars and lunatics! This class focuses on why some
people (lunatics) think that lawyers have a problem with lying.
We go to the top of our profession – good ol’ Honest Abe – to see
what he has to say about honesty in the legal profession. Do we
have a problem with honesty? And if so, what can we do to fix it?
In this class, we look at the various Model Rules requiring honest
legal practices, such as 3.3, 4.1, 7.1, and 8.4, and then look at case
examples where attorneys have been disciplined for dishonest
activities. And of course, we end by vowing to not do likewise.
Speaker: Joel Oster, Comedian of Law
Time:
Place:
Price:

Credits:

1 – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members |
$15 Paralegal Members | $15 for qualifying YLS Members |
$25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members, Government or
Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour Ethics
Yakety Yak! Do Call Back!: The Ethical
Need for Prompt Client Communication
Tuesday, June 21
While it is important to comply with every obligation of the
ethics canon, the obligation to promptly communicate with the
client may be the most important. Lawyers who flaunt this rule
leave their clients with no choice but to contact the state bar in
a desperate attempt to seek answers to their questions. And,
of course, by that point, the disciplinary authorities will have
a long list of questions of their own. In this insightful webinar,
legal humorist Sean Carter will provide lawyers with practical tips for how to meet the increasingly difficult of burden of
talking, e-mailing and texting to each client’s content.
Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:

LBA & MESA CLE Two-Hour
Ethics
The 2022 Ethy Awards
Friday, June 17 or Wednesday, June 29
Each year, Hollywood celebrates the best performances in
motion pictures at the Oscars. Well, at the Ethys, we note
the worst ethics violations in the legal profession. Humorist
Sean Carter will host the festivities and announce the award
winners in such categories as: Worst Original Excuse, Best
Courtroom Outburst, Most Creative Billing, Least Competent
and much more.
In the process of recapping some of the most egregious instances of unethical behavior, Mr. Carter will demonstrate
how the rest of us can avoid more common ethical violations.
Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

Noon – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$110 LBA Members | $100 Sustaining Members |
$50 Paralegal Members | $250 Non-members
2.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

www.loubar.org

Credits:

1 – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

Speaker: Joel Oster, Comedian of Law
Time:
Place:
Price:

Credits:

9 a.m. – 6 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$280 LBA Members | $250 Sustaining Members |
$155 Paralegal Members | $150 for qualifying YLS Members |
$150 Solo/Small Practice Section Members, Government or
Non-Profit Members | $560 Non-members
7.0 (Including 2.0 Ethics) CLE Hours — Pending

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour Ethics
Attorneys Are Not Accomplices:
How to Avoid Crossing the Line from
Counselor to Co-Conspirator
Thursday, June 23
In their efforts to provide the best possible service to their clients, lawyers sometimes forget that they owe an even greater
duty of fidelity to the law and the proper administration of
justice. As a result, lawyers who “pull out all the stops” for a
client run the risk of putting a stop to their law careers and
even their very freedom.
Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

1 – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour Ethics

Tuesdays with Teicher

You’re a Lawyer Not a Fighter: The Ethical
Imperative to Remain Peaceful at All Times

No More Eyes Wide Shut. Ethical Times
Have Changed

Monday, June 27

Tuesday, June 21
Lawyers used to be able to get away with playing dumb.
We could conveniently ignore the misdeeds of our clients…
We could keep our eyes shut. Not anymore. The ABA recently
issued Opinion 491 which creates a responsibility to ask questions about our client’s bad deeds… And every lawyer needs to
understand. (Rules 1.6, and 1.2 are also covered.)
Speaker: Stuart Teicher, the CLE Performer
Time:
Place:
Price:

Credits:

9 – 10 a.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$40 LBA Members | $36 Sustaining Members |
$15 Paralegal Members | $15 for qualifying YLS Members |
$25 Solo/Small Practice Section Members, Government or
Non-Profit Members | $80 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

Lawyers serve a vital role in society—to help others resolve
their disputes peacefully. And while lawyers do so through use
of the adversarial process, we must not lose sight of the fact
that we are not “fighting” for our clients. We are striving to help
them reach a peaceful solution to their problem.
Sadly, quite often, lawyers get so hung up in the confrontational
manner of depositions, cross-examinations, contract negotiations and the like, that we develop a “fighting” mentality. This
mentality does not serve the best of interest of our clients and
nor does it serve our personal or professional interests.
Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

1 – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending
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LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour Ethics
From Suits to Stripes: Why You Should
Not Do What TV Lawyers Do
Tuesday, June 28
For years, television programs such as “LA Law,” “The Practice” and “Boston Legal” have shown lawyers skirting ethical
boundaries and playing fast and loose with the rules. However,
in 2011, USA Networks jumped the proverbial shark when it
began airing “Suits,” a show that is literally built on the premise
of the unauthorized practice of law. In this multi-media themed
webinar, Sean Carter will revisit some of the highlights (and
ethical lowlights) of this sometimes-astonishing television series.
Moreover, he will illustrate the ways that life sometimes imitates
art and how real lawyers have managed to trade their business
suits for prisoner’s stripes by engaging in similar conduct.
Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

11 a.m. – Noon — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour Ethics
Caution: Keep Hands Off!
Tuesday, June 28
It’s been said that the entire legal ethics canon can be summed up in
two rules: (1) keep your hands off the money, and (2) keep your hands
off the client. And while this is an oversimplification of the legal ethics
rules, it is true that these two breaches of fiduciary trust are among
the gravest transgressions that a lawyer can make. Moreover, as
they are often amongst the most heavily punished violations, they
often start a cascading effect of rule-breaking as lawyers desperately
attempt to avoid their detection. As a result, it never hurts to review
these all-important ethical limitations on lawyer conduct.
Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

1 – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour Ethics

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour
Ethics

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour
Ethics

Ally McSteal:
From the Don’t Try This at Home Series

The Weakest Lawyer: A CLE Game Show

Wednesday, June 29
Lawyers on our favorite TV legal dramas often act in ways that
would cause significant trouble for actual lawyers. In this multimedia webinar, Sean Carter will use short video clips from the very
popular series “Ally McBeal” to demonstrate some of the legal ethics
violations that played out on the show. In doing so, Carter hopes
to show you how to keep your professional life from imitating art.

In The Weakest Lawyer, you will compete against lawyers from
across the country in answering legal ethics-related questions.
Through the polling feature on our platform, lawyers will be
allowed to make their selections (including to “bank” all previously won amounts). At the end of the program, each participant will receive their score, along with their “player ranking.”
Oh yeah, and you just might learn something in the process.

Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE

Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE

Time:
Place:
Price:

Time:
Place:
Price:

Credits:

5 – 6 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour
Ethics
Who Wants to be Disbarred?:
A CLE Game Show
Wednesday, June 29
In this seminar, you will compete against lawyers from across
the country in answering legal ethics-related questions.
Through the polling feature on our platform, lawyers will be
allowed to make their selections. At the end of the program, each
participant will receive their score, along with their “player ranking.” Oh yeah, and you just might learn something in the process.
Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

6:15 – 7:15 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

Thursday, June 30

Credits:

10 – 11 a.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

LBA & MESA CLE Two-Hour
Fantasy Supreme Court League:
The 2022 Season
Thursday, June 30
Step right up to participate in the Fantasy Supreme Court
League. In this unique presentation, Sean Carter humorously
recaps the significant cases of the most recent term. After receiving the facts of each case, you will compete with lawyers
from across the country by attempting to remember (or guess)
the outcome and “vote spread” of each case.
Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

Noon – 2 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$110 LBA Members | $100 Sustaining Members |
$50 Paralegal Members | $250 Non-members
2.0 CLE Hours — Pending

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour
Ethics

LBA & MESA CLE One-Hour
Ethics

Don’t Be an Outlaw:
The Ethical Imperative to Follow the Law

The (Mal)Practice: From the Don’t Try
This at Home Series

In this interactive game modeled after the popular television game
show, you will be presented with 30 briefcases. Each briefcase
contains the details of an actual disciplinary case that was filed
against a U.S. lawyer. When you select a case, you will hear the
facts of the case and then, as counsel for the respondent, you will
be offered a “deal” (e.g., a reprimand, 1-year suspension, etc.).
You will then be asked to accept the proposed discipline or to
reject it, in hopes that the actual sanction imposed was less severe
than the proposed sanction. If you choose correctly (accepting a
good deal or rejecting a bad deal), you will be awarded the points
contained in that briefcase. At the end of the hour, you will see
how your score compares to other lawyers across the country.

Wednesday, June 29

Thursday, June 30

Lawyers must not only have a fundamental understanding of
the law, but also a fundamental commitment to abide by it.
And while the necessity to avoid committing major felonies is
obvious to everyone, some lawyers forget about the necessity
to follow the “little laws” as well. In this eye-opening webinar,
humorist Sean Carter will recount the tales of past Ethy Award
nominees (those who were recognized the best of the worst
ethics violations). These lawyers learned, albeit too late, that
if you do even a minor crime, you will do the disciplinary time.

Lawyers on our favorite TV legal dramas often act in ways
that would cause significant trouble for actual lawyers. In
this multimedia webinar, legal humorist Sean Carter will use
short video clips from the very popular series “The Practice”
to demonstrate some of the legal ethics violations that played
out on the show. In doing so, Carter hopes to show you how
to keep your professional life from imitating art.

Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE

Time:
Place:
Price:

Discipline or No Discipline (Episode 402):
A CLE Game Show
Tuesday, June 28

Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:
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4 – 5 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending
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Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE

Credits:

7:30 – 8:30 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending

Speaker: Sean Carter, MESA CLE
Time:
Place:
Price:
Credits:

3 – 4 p.m. — Program
Online – a link will be sent prior to the seminar
$55 LBA Members | $50 Sustaining Members |
$25 Paralegal Members | $125 Non-members
1.0 CLE Ethics Hour — Pending
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How the Louisville Pride Foundation – and You –
Can Help our LGBTQ+ Community
Mike Slaton
The Louisville Pride Foundation is a 501(c)(3) organization with a mission to celebrate the LGBTQ+
community and advance equity and representation for
all people. Our vision is for Louisville to be a safe and
affirming community where every person is empowered
to thrive as their true, whole self. We believe that Pride
is for everyone, and we work hard to include people
who are not always included. We ensure that our
events are accessible and family-friendly. Our Board
of Directors is 50% people of color and a majority of
our leadership identify as transgender, non-binary or
gender-nonconforming.
We are best known for the Louisville Pride Festival, a
street fair and concert featuring two stages and more
than 100 businesses, service providers, artists and
exhibitors on Bardstown Road each September. The
Festival includes a Wellness Zone, Job Shop, family
area and Transgender Community Corner. This year’s
event is September 17 and is free to the public.
Through our Social Justice Fund, we have raised and
disbursed more than $60,000 in grants to organizations promoting anti-racism, social justice and human
dignity. We co-facilitate the Louisville LGBTQ+ Community Response Network, a group that simplifies
communication between organizations and shares information and resources to help the community prepare
for and respond to challenges We host a Business and
Resource Guide on our website, louisvillepride.com,
to help LGBTQ+ people, family, friends and allies find
LGBTQ-friendly businesses and resource providers.
And we serve as the fiscal sponsor for the Transgender
Wellness Coalition. This group puts on the annual
Transgender Wellness Summit, featuring workshops,
a vendor fair and a keynote speaker.
This month we’re opening the Louisville Pride Center,
the first LGBTQ+ community center in Louisville in
more than 30 years. This all-ages, accessible and inclusive center will be open to everyone, regardless of their
ability to pay, and will host a wide range of activities
such as game nights, film screenings, community dinners, book clubs, support groups and classes.
The Center will offer multiple rooms for meetings and
events, co-working and office space, networking opportunities, administrative and technical support and
professional development opportunities. We’ll partner
with existing providers to build trust and reduce barriers to accessing critical services, such as mental health
counseling, financial coaching, a food pantry, income
tax assistance, benefits navigation, legal assistance
and wellness checkups. In one of our first events, we’re
partnering with Dinsmore & Shohl, the University of
Louisville Brandeis School of Law and their LAMBDA
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Law Caucus to host a Name Change Clinic on June
25th. The Legal Aid Society will also be available on
site to offer legal information and assistance with other
civil legal issues impacting the trans-community such as
access to housing, healthcare and employment.

The Law and the LGBTQ+ Community

When we think of law and the LGBTQ+ community,
we often think about landmark civil rights cases like
the Supreme Court rulings that overturned sodomy
laws or made marriage equality the law of the land.
But there are also lots of smaller ways attorneys can
help LGBTQ+ people on an individual basis.
• For members of the transgender community, legal
assistance can be incredibly helpful during their “legal transition.” Social, legal and medical transition
are three different but interrelated processes that
someone may choose to pursue. Medical transition
can include hormone treatment and surgery. Social
transition often includes changing one’s appearance
and dress, using different pronouns and asking
friends and family to use a different name. Legal
transition means legally changing one’s name and
changing one’s gender marker on their passport and
birth certificate. It’s possible for someone to socially
transition without medically or legally transitioning—the process looks different for everyone, and is
shaped by personal goals and desires, one’s financial
means and access to care.
• In Kentucky, the name change process differs from
county to county and can be simple or quite complicated depending on the presiding authority. Many
younger transgender people may have strained or
non-existent relationships with their parents and
may not have older adults they can turn to for assistance and guidance. So, while legal counsel may
not strictly be necessary for a name change, it can
make a big difference to have an ally at your side
while you navigate a potentially hostile bureaucracy.
Insurance coverage and access to healthcare for
medical transition can present similar obstacles.
• Family law is a subject of particular interest for
the LGBTQ+ community. Family planning for
LGBTQ+ people will very often involve adoption
or surrogacy. These processes are intimidating,
expensive and far from intuitive. In both cases,
having competent and compassionate advocates
makes a big difference.
• Because LGBTQ+ businesses and organizations
are sometimes targeted by those who are hostile
to equity and inclusion, they are at greater risk
of being involved in legal action. Attorneys can
help by providing pro bono services to those

organizations and businesses.
• LGBTQ+ people also continue to face harassment
and discrimination in public accommodations,
housing and employment. Civil rights attorneys
will continue to be important allies for many years
to come.
• We continue to face attacks at the legislative level,
most often targeted against transgender children.
While these cynical proposals are never based in
fact or rational thinking, it is important for us to
be able to counter these attacks with sound legal
reasoning and compelling personal narratives.
White papers on potential legislation and policy
can be an important tool for advocates as we try to
educate the public on the real impacts of misguided
policy proposals.
When an LGBTQ+ person looks at the legal system,
you see a system that was not designed for people like
you. As with any marginalized community, members
often lack some of the ‘participation skills’ that more
privileged people have. A threatening letter from an attorney can have a more chilling effect on a marginalized
person then on a member of the privileged class, who
is most likely to know how to respond to such a tactic.
Having access to qualified legal professionals can make
a significant impact in increasing equity by helping marginalized people and groups to participate fully and on
an equal footing in the public sphere. A compassionate
and knowledgeable legal advocate at your side is not
just a matter or prudence, it levels the playing field and
makes you feel less alone in a hostile world.
Understanding our community will help you provide
better service to your LGBTQ+ clients. And a deep
cultural competence will ensure you’re truly providing
your client with help and support instead of being one
more obstacle on their journey. Having to constantly
educate and re-educate your legal counsel along the way
makes an already stressful journey more difficult. On
the other hand, having an attorney who “gets it” will
make every step of the way a little bit easier.
Mike Slaton, the Louisville Pride Foundation’s executive director, worked for Louisville Metro Government for 10 years,
in both the Parks Department and the Office of Management
and Budget. Slaton helped form the city government’s first
LGBTQ+ employee resource group
before he left. Before working for
the city, Slaton was a volunteer and
then staff member at the Fairness
Campaign, where he was involved
in the successful effort to protect
school board employees from
discrimination based on sexual
orientation. n
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A Playbook of Exclusion

An Overview of Anti-trans Legislation and Potential Routes to Relief
Suzy Marino and John Selent
More than 200 anti-LGBTQ+ bills have been filed across
the U.S. in 2022. The majority of these bills target transgender individuals, and while each bill is different, many
involve transgender youth sports bans (most frequently
targeting trans girls).
In the recent 2022 Legislative Session, the Kentucky
General Assembly passed Senate Bill (SB) 83, which
prohibits transgender children from participating in
girls’ or women’s school sports. Notably, SB 83 does
not prohibit transgender children from participating
in boys’ sports; it expressly permits “any student to
participate in an athletic activity or sport designated
as ‘boys’ or ‘coed[.]’”
Governor Beshear vetoed SB 83, reasoning that it
“violates the equal protection rights afforded by the
United States Constitution[,]” it “bans transgender
children from participating in girls’ or women’s sports
without presenting a single instance in Kentucky of a
child gaining a competitive advantage as a result of
sex reassignment[,]” and that “[t]ransgender children
deserve public officials’ efforts to demonstrate that
they are valued members of our communities through
compassion, kindness and empathy[.]”
Despite the glimmer of hope offered to those in the
transgender community by Governor Beshear’s veto,
the General Assembly overrode the veto and enacted
SB 83 into law. The onslaught of anti-trans legislation
begs a few questions: Why is this happening? Will the
law provide any protections for trans children? And
finally, what effects do these transphobic laws have on
the day-to-day lives of our community’s children?

“

Despite the claimed goals of ban
proponents, blanket prohibitions of trans
women participating in women’s sport
don’t “level the playing field”—the
biodiversity of human beings creates
an uneven playing field in the first place.

The first trans sports ban in the nation was crafted
because its sponsor, an Idaho Representative, believed
“students who are assigned male at birth but identify
as a woman would be able to take women’s spots and
dominate competition.”

There has never been a singular trait that equates to total
athletic success; as one athlete put it, “[o]ne high jumper
could be taller and have longer legs than another, but
the other could have perfect form, and then do better[.]”
And the world of sport already grapples with deciding
how to approach the inherent biodiversity of athletes,
reaching different results when, for example, cis women
have heightened testosterone levels, or a cis man produces significantly less lactic acid than his competitors.

The representative’s decision to create the nation’s first
trans sports ban did not originate from any personal
experiences or domination of women’s sport in the
state by transgender athletes. Instead, the representative
recalls hearing “about high school state track meets in
Connecticut that two transgender girls won[.]” Missing
from the representative’s justification is any mention of
science, statistics or data to support this supposed need.

Despite the claimed goals of ban proponents, blanket
prohibitions of trans women participating in women’s
sport don’t “level the playing field”—the biodiversity
of human beings creates an uneven playing field in the
first place. The point of a sporting competition is to
determine who the singular best athlete at a given sport
is on a given day. Thus, parity of skill is being used to
disguise hatred and bigotry.

A Kentucky Senator, one of the co-sponsors of Kentucky SB 83, called the trans sports ban “a huge win for
the integrity of women’s sports[.]” The senator and other
legislators enlisted the help of a cisgender University of
Kentucky swimmer to bolster support for the law after
she tied with a trans swimmer for fifth place in an NCAA
championship race this year. The UK swimmer noted
that, while sad about her own tie, she was happy that
“the girls above [her]… conquered what was seemingly
impossible by beating” a trans girl.

Will the law provide any protections for trans children?

Why is this happening?

This mindset highlights the inherent transphobia driving
the wave of anti-trans legislation across the country:
when a cisgender girl beats another girl in sport, society says the cisgender girl won because she is a better
athlete. But when a transgender girl beats another girl
in sport, society says the transgender girl won because
she is trans, classifying it as an unfair advantage.
Much of the fear over trans women’s domination in
sports stems from preconceived notions about advantages trans women purportedly have over cis women.
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Essentially, “[o]ld stereotypes regarding athleticism,
biology and gender are being directed at transgender
girls, who are frequently told outright that they are not
girls (and conversely transgender boys are told they
are not really boys).” But the hormones that are seen
as athletic advantages are frequently at negligible levels
in trans girls on puberty blockers, and the physical
traits that are seen as advantages are inherent in the
biodiversity of humans. Moreover, there is debate and
conflicting evidence surrounding whether these traits
actually provide an athletic advantage.
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These laws will likely face scrutiny under Title IX of the
Educational Amendments Act and the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Multiple legal
challenges have been brought against trans sports bans,
and while most have yet to reach a final judgment on the
merits, at least one District Court has found that a ban
likely violates Title IX and the Equal Protection Clause.
Title IX commands that “[n]o person in the United States
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance[.]” While regulations
provide that athletic programs may operate “separate
teams for members of each sex[,]” “[n]either the statute
nor the regulations define the term ‘sex[,]’ [and a]lso
absent from the statute is the term ‘biological[.]’”
A District Court in West Virginia determined that a trans
sports ban much like Kentucky’s violated Title IX. First,
the court concluded that a ban is a sex-based distinc-

tion because it “could not exclude [a trans girl] from a
girls’ athletics team without referencing her ‘biological
sex’ . . . [thus, h]er sex ‘remains a but-for cause’ of her
exclusion under the law.”
The court went on to note that the ban permitted all
other students—including “cisgender girls, cisgender
boys, transgender boys, and students falling outside
of any of these definitions”—“to play on sports teams
that best fit their gender identity.” Thus, under the ban,
a trans girl is “treated worse than girls with whom she
is similarly situated because she alone cannot join the
team corresponding to her gender identity.”
The Equal Protection Clause also merits mention. Because trans sports bans necessarily rely on sex-based
classifications, the bans will likely be analyzed under
“heightened scrutiny, as sex ‘frequently bears no relation to the ability to perform or contribute to society.’”
Under this standard, “the burden rests with the state to
demonstrate that its proffered justification” for the sexbased distinction “is ‘exceedingly persuasive.’” “This
requires the state to show that the ‘classification serves
important governmental objectives and that the discriminatory means employed are substantially related
to the achievement of those objectives.’” The Supreme
Court has instructed that the state’s “justification must
be genuine, not hypothesized or invented post hoc in
response to litigation. And it must not rely on overbroad
generalizations about the different talents, capacities, or
preferences of males and females.”
States may have a difficult time justifying their trans
sports bans, and equal difficulty demonstrating that they
are substantially related to promoting fairness in sport.
First, states will have to explain the objectives their bans
serve, which will likely require them to define the specific
advantage trans girls supposedly have over cis girls in
sports. Given “the inability of . . . state legislatures to
identify any existing problems with transgender children
participating in their respective state’s school sports[,]” it
seems likely that states will struggle to find an “exceedingly persuasive” justification for their bans.
If states reason that they want to exclude girls with
higher testosterone levels from girls’ sports, the trans
sports bans could be struck down as under and over
inclusive. They are under inclusive because there are
unquestionably cis girls with heightened testosterone
levels who would still be permitted to play in girls’ sports
under most states’ versions of the trans sports ban. They
could be over inclusive because trans girls’ testosterone
levels are frequently at or lower than those of cis girls,
but they would still be prohibited from playing in girls’
sports. If the goal is the regulation of testosterone levels
in women’s sport, the bans are plainly an inefficient
means of meeting it.
Conversely, if states reason that they wish to exclude
girls with physical traits that could provide an advantage in sports, the bans are an equally under and over
inclusive means of achieving this goal. A ban would be
under inclusive because it would not exclude cis girls
with “favorable” physical traits (such as tall height or a
large wingspan) from sports. The bans would also be
over inclusive because they would necessarily exclude
trans girls with “less favorable” physical traits than their
cis counterparts.
If a women’s basketball team included a 5’ 6” trans girl
and a 6’ 0” cis girl, the bans would prohibit the trans
girl from playing while permitting the cis girl to play,
despite the cis girl having what could be seen as a more
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“favorable” physical build for the sport. This
hypothetical reveals the simple truth of these
bans: they are less about preventing biological advantages than they are about policing
trans girls’ bodies and participation in society.
Equal Protection challenges against these
bans will force states to define their stated
justification for the bans and will require
the bans to be substantially related to those
justifications. States will struggle to make
this showing.
Recently, in Bostock v. Clayton County,
Justice Gorsuch, writing for the majority of
the U.S. Supreme Court, declared that “[a]n
employer who fires an individual for being homosexual or transgender fires that person for
traits or actions it would not have questioned
in members of a different sex.” The Court
accordingly held that employment discrimination against a homosexual or transgender
individual based on their sexual orientation
or gender identity is discrimination on the
basis of sex. While the specific question before the Court was in the employment context
under Title VII, the Bostock opinion reveals
that at least some of the legal prohibitions
on sex-based discrimination could provide a
route for relief because the exclusion of trans

people necessarily requires the use of a sexbased distinction.

What effects do these transphobic laws
have on the day-to-day lives of our
community’s children?

Louisville Youth Group (LYG) is the primary
nonprofit providing resources and brave
spaces for “gender and sexuality diverse
young adults” in Kentuckiana. They offer
programming, leadership development opportunities, retreats and outreach to external
partners such as school systems and healthcare providers.
LYG Executive Director Elena Rosenberg
pointed out that anti-trans legislation harms
trans children even before it is enacted into
law, because it makes their humanity the
subject of public debate. “The intention is not
just to keep trans girls from playing sports,”
Rosenberg says. “The intention is for those
girls to see their existence debated… It is a
matter of calling into question, in these young
peoples’ minds, whether they should even exist on this planet.”
The negative effects can be profound. “Our
young folks already have immense amounts
of anxiety and stress that they deal with,

whether they’re in a supportive environment
or not. Being ‘different’ than what the world
says you should be is stressful,” Rosenberg
said. In 2021, more than half of transgender
and nonbinary youth seriously considered
attempting suicide. Rosenberg believes suicide
rates for LGBTQ+ youth are impacted by the
debate surrounding anti-trans legislation.
This legislation also harms how youth view
and learn about their own identities. “It pushes folks back in the closet. If you’re a young
person trying to think about whether or not
this is you… [y]ou might not go to your coach,
who could be the one supportive school staff
member that you know,” Rosenberg says. In
her view, while LGBTQ+ youth today have
better resources compared to prior generations, “with that also comes a rise in hate, and
the acceptance of being visible with your hate.”
Rosenberg challenges us to lift up the trans
children in our communities.
“What I have experienced anecdotally, and
what we see from various resources and
researchers is that a supportive environment—supportive adults in your school, in
your home, in your community—that makes
the difference. Whatever issue you are facing
as a young person, an adult you can go to who

Safe court
reporting during
a pandemic

understands, and who can connect you to
other resources and to peers, that’s key. That’s
why things like LYG exist, is to provide that
space and make sure someone’s doing that.”
When we listen to and support our trans
youth, it can make the difference between
suicidality and survival. “There’s a reason
we talk about chosen families in this community,” Rosenberg says. “That is survival:
finding the folks that love you for who you
are.” But children tend to believe “that if
they don’t see it, it doesn’t exist. So, without
the opportunity, without the bit of support,
without the visibility of somebody like
them, how do they
hold that truth for
themselves?”
Suzy Marino and John
Selent a re members
of the Louisville Bar
As sociat ion a nd attorneys with Dinsmore
& Shohl.
Editor’s note: the article’s
original citations were
omitted for formatting
purposes. n
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Kentuckiana Reporters. Since 2020, we’ve
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Flamethrowing Drones in My Backyard?
Emerging Trends in Drone Regulation and Litigation
Shane O’Bryan
Utility companies in China clear debris from power lines with flamethrowers attached to drones.
In Australia, Alphabet’s subsidiary, Wing, has had great success using drones to deliver packages in suburban locations.
Many industries in the United States use drones to perform a variety of tasks that were impossible or impractical before the advent of this technology, and drone use will only increase in
the future. This article will discuss current commercial drone use and the legal framework
surrounding drone use in the United States.

Commercial Drone use in the United States

Many industries successfully use drones in the U.S., while others are still working through
technological limitations and, sometimes more significantly, regulatory and legal uncertainties
surrounding drone use. The following are just some of the industries in the United States that
are utilizing drones at an ever-increasing rate:
• Agriculture – To map fields, disperse seeds, spray crops and monitor crop health.
• Construction – To survey sites, monitor progress, perform inspections, maintain security
and to lift and stack materials.
• Utilities and Telecommunications – To inspect
power and telecommunication lines, towers, pipelines
and other facilities, detect leaks and help with storm
restoration.
• Insurance – In 2019, insurance companies used 17% of all commercial drones. The drones are used to inspect properties prior to policy
issuance, as well as damaged properties during the adjusting process.
• Maritime – For security purposes, inspection of vessels and to
deliver items to ships at sea.
• Mining – To take photographs and collect data on mineral stockpiles.
• Public Safety – Drones are first on the scene at accidents for early
assessment, to provide high resolution photographs and video of dangerous areas or situations without exposing officers to risk and many other uses.
• Real Estate – For surveying, inspecting and photographing property.
• Transportation and Logistics – For delivery of packages.
• Warehousing – Indoor drones are used to monitor inventory and transport packages
between warehouses.
• Legal – To conduct accident scene, vehicle and product inspections.
The above list encompasses just some of the many commercial uses of drone technology in the
United States. Some of the industries listed above have had great success in utilizing drones to
streamline their operations.
Other industries, however, have taken more time to fully utilize drone technology in the United
States—in particular, the transportation and logistics industry. In 2016, it was thought that by
2021 drones would revolutionize the package delivery business—regularly delivering packages
to our doorsteps within a couple of hours or sooner—of placing an order. As of 2022, this
revolution has not been realized. Part of the challenge is to create technology and an infrastructure to safely and efficiently deliver packages to consumers in a variety of population settings.
Regulatory and legal hurdles, however, are major factors in the delay.

Regulatory Issues Surrounding Drone Operations in the United States

There are concerns surrounding airspace safety given the potential number of drones that
could inhabit the skies in the future with the continued expansion of commercial use. Therefore,
companies using drones to deliver goods will have to adhere to guidelines and regulations from
multiple agencies in the U.S.—from federal law and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
to state and local laws, some of which will not be uniform.
Prior to 2016, companies were required to obtain a special waiver from the FAA, a Section 333
Exemption, in order to fly drones for commercial purposes. In 2016, drone industry growth
took off when the regulations were relaxed through the issuance of 14 C.F.R 107 (Part 107),
which relaxed the rules for flying drones weighing less than 55 lbs.
Even though drone use in the transportation industry is in its relative infancy, several large
transportation companies have already received FAA certification allowing them to participate
in drone delivery with a limited number of pilots and drones.
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In addition to the companies receiving the required certification from the FAA, each pilot must
obtain a license and the companies must comply with the requirements of Part 107, which are
quite onerous in the delivery context. Specifically, without obtaining a Part 107 Waiver, a drone
is required to: (1) remain in the line of sight of the pilot in control; (2) be operated by a live pilot
who is not simultaneously operating another drone; (3) not be operated from a moving vehicle;
(4) not be operated at night; and (5) not be operated over human beings, including people in
vehicles, unless authorized by Part 107.
In addition, there are FAA regulations governing the airspace a drone can operate in, and
drones cannot normally be flown within five miles of an airport. And although waivers of the
FAA 107 requirements are approved, the FAA requires that each operator applying for a waiver
provide significant evidence of its ability to safely operate. Fortunately, Congress has recently
passed the 2018 FAA Reauthorization Act, which streamlined the process for companies to
apply for waivers to fly in controlled airspace. Observers believe this will provide a framework
to significantly speed up regulatory approvals in the commercial drone delivery field.
However, the FAA does not have exclusive jurisdiction over every aspect of drone use. Operators must
obtain airspace authorizations from local governments before they begin sending drones carrying
packages through the air. In addition, state law governing
privacy, trespass and law enforcement operations still apply
to drone use.
Moreover, each state has its own legislative rules for drone operation.
Kentucky, for example, prohibits flight paths over certain properties like
prisons and railroads, while other states prohibit drone operation near
critical infrastructure, oil refineries and chemical facilities. Therefore,
drone operators will need ensure that they inquire at all levels of government for needed authorizations.

Legal Liability Issues Surrounding Drone Operation

In addition to the ever-evolving regulatory environment, legal issues surrounding the operation of drones, from invasion of privacy and trespass
claims to negligence and product liability, are still being fleshed out.
In 2018, the Uniform Law Commission (ULC) released a model tort law titled the Uniform Tort
Law Relating to Drones Act (Model Act). The Model Act primarily addresses tort trespass actions relating to drone operations that substantially interfere with a person’s use and enjoyment
of their property. The Model Act will be submitted by the ULC to several states as a possible
uniform approach to tort legislation involving drones. Of course, states are free to adopt some,
all or none of the provisions of the Act into their particular statutory scheme.
In addition to trespass and invasion of privacy claims, improper operation of drones has led
to negligence actions against drone operators. For example, a sorority at the University of
Southern California hired an event organizer to host a party. The event organizer hired a drone
operator to take photographs. The drone operator crashed the drone into the plaintiff’s head.
She sued the sorority and the event planner for negligence and premises liability. With regard
to commercial drone operators in the transportation industry, negligence actions would likely
result from accidents involving drones that cause damage as a result of a drone contacting
people or property, or unintentionally dropping a delivery load and causing injury or damage.
In addition, as drone use proliferates, product liability claims against manufactures will begin to
appear. Some areas of potential liability may be related to automated and pre-programed flight
operations, allowing the drone to operate without the direct input of controls by the operator.
Other areas of exposure may involve injury caused by the propellers on the drone in the event
of a collision. Some manufactures equip drones with programs to immediately shut off propellers if a collision occurs. What if that technology fails? Likewise, will all drone manufacturers
be held to that “safety” standard? What about parachutes? Should manufacturers equip drones
with parachutes to protect people on the ground in event of a failure?
As drone use becomes more prevalent in the future, particularly in the transportation industry,
tort litigation surrounding drone use will increase. And although I do not foresee a time when
flamethrowers are used on drones in the United States, just think of the
issues that would open up…
Shane O’Bryan is a director in Middleton Reutlinger’s litigation practice group.
O’Bryan’s practice is primarily in litigation with an emphasis on product liability,
utility law, transportation law, insurance coverage litigation, insurance defense
and commercial litigation. n
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Members
on the move
Barber

Buttorff

Draut

Durham

Thomas Law Offices is pleased to announce that David Barber has joined our team of
attorneys in the firm’s Louisville office. Barber has tried more than 120 cases to Kentucky
juries and has represented clients around the country and the U.S. Virgin Islands with
numerous pro hac vice admissions. After working with several plaintiff-oriented law
firms, Barber established his own firm, Barber Law Office, in 2011. Barber’s involvement in the profession has also included service in the American Association for Justice,
Kentucky Bar Association (on the Board of Governors and the charitable Kentucky Bar
Foundation), the American Bar Association, the Kentucky Justice Association (presenting
programs and writing articles for other attorneys), the Brandeis chapter of the American
Inns of Court, and as a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation.
Vaughn Petitt is pleased to announce the addition of Ronnie Mills to the firm. Mills is
licensed to practice law in all state and federal courts in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
He handles claims of personal injury, premises liability, civil rights violations, administrative law, excessive force and contractual disputes. Mills is a hard worker, who believes
everyone is entitled to fair and effective counsel.
The American Bar Association Health Law Section has ranked Stites & Harbison in
5th place in its Ninth Annual Regional Top 10 Law Firm Recognition List for the South
for 2020-21. The firm improved its ranking by one spot over the previous year’s listing,
now having been honored eight consecutive times to the Top 10 list. Stites & Harbison’s
Health Care Practice Group draws on the firm’s many years of experience to assist professionals, providers and suppliers in all aspects of the expanding health care industry.
Seiller Waterman is merging with Weber Rose and would like to welcome 8 new attorneys joining the firm. Darryl W. Durham, Michael R. Gosnell, James M. Gary
and B. Keith Saksefski will be joining the firm as Members and Cynthia S. Buttorff,
A. Andrew Draut and Michael E. Lannon will be joining the firm as Of Counsel.
Rebecca M. Saksefski will be joining the firm as an Associate. n
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CLASSIFIEDS
Office Space
Office for Lease:
LEASE the Best office space in Jefferson
County located off Rudy Lane behind Panera
Bread and Fresh Market. The Brownsboro
Office Park basement space is comprised of
3 offices, a conference room, reception area,
restroom, and kitchen. Call Scott for an appointment. 502-386-8694.
Office Space Available:
One Riverfront Plaza – river view; 1 to 3
offices available on 20th floor; library/conference room; secretarial services and/or space
available. (502) 582-2277.
Attorney Office Space for Rent in Old
Louisville Area.
(S. 4th Street)
1 large office approximately 16’ x 16’
1 office approx. 8’ x 10’
1 office approx. 8’ x 10’ – with adjoining
room that can be used for secretarial office
or storage/copy area
1 large open space with enough room for
3 - 4 desks for support staff
Access to conference rooms, copy, fax and
postage machines and kitchen.
Free parking. Rent one or all four – all on
3rd floor.
Call Laura Garrett @ 502-582-2900

Services
QDRO Preparation and Processing for:
Defined Benefit and Defined Contribution
Plans. Military, Municipal, State and Federal
Employee Plans. Qualified Medical Child
Support Orders. Collection of past due
Child Support and Maintenance. Charles
R. Meers, 2300 Hurstbourne Village Drive,
Suite 600, Louisville, KY 40299 Phone:
502-581-9700, Fax: 502-584-0439. E-mail:
Charles@MeersLaw.com.
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
Missing Witness Service:
Will locate your missing witness anywhere
in the country for the flat fee of $180 plus
database expenses. Using our proprietary
databases and the telephone, we will locate
and talk to the witness and ask them to call
you. If you don’t want them contacted, we will
furnish you their current address and cell
number. Call Capital Intelligence, LLC 502426-8100 or email jsniegocki@earthlink.net.

Help Wanted

Through the LBA Placement Service
Business Law Attorney:
The LBA’s Placement Service is currently
working with a well-established boutique law
firm located on the east side of Louisville that
is seeking to hire a seasoned business law
attorney. The ideal candidate has interest
and 5 to 15 years of experience in handling
business litigation and business transactions.
The position requires strong advocacy and
writing skills and entails significant client
contact, client origination, participation in
trials, court hearings, arbitration proceedings and mediations and preparation of
applicable pleadings and purchase/sale and
other agreements necessary to assist business owners in the transfer of assets and/or
equity. This firm is committed to their clients’
success and a team approach to solving their
problems. Competitive salary and benefits
offered. Send resumes in MS Word format to
the LBA Placement Service Director, David
Mohr, dmohr@loubar.org.
Foreclosure Attorney:
The LBA’s Placement Service is currently
working with a multi-state law firm that has a
growing office located on the east side of Louisville. They are seeking to add an attorney to
handle primarily Kentucky foreclosures and
attend required court hearings. Experience
preferred but not necessary. Must be licensed
in Kentucky and in good standings. Excellent
pay and benefits offered to the right candidate.
Send resumes in MS Word format to the LBA
Placement Service Director, David Mohr,
dmohr@loubar.org.

Advertising copy is carefully reviewed, but publication herein
does not imply LBA endorsement of any product or service.
The publisher reserves the right to reject any advertisement of
questionable taste or exaggerated claims or which competes
with LBA products, services or educational offerings.

MEETING SCHEDULES
Association of Legal
Administrators

The ALA’s June meeting will be the KY/OH
ALA Educational Retreat in Covington, KY
on June 9 and 10. For more information,
please contact Beth Mattingly, bmattingly@
wyattfirm.com or (502) 562-7224. n
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Happenings
Become the LBA’s ABA Delegate

The LBA is seeking a member to serve as our delegate to the American Bar Association’s House of Delegates. This governing, policy-making body is responsible
for electing the ABA’s officers and Board of Governors. The chosen delegate will
serve a two-year term (2022-2024) and will also serve as a member of the LBA’s
Board of Directors. If you are a current member of the ABA, have served in some
capacity as a volunteer with the ABA and/or have an active interest in ABA matters
and would like serve as the LBA’s ABA Delegate, please send a letter of interest to
Kristen Miller at kmiller@loubar.org no later than June 10th.

VAUGHN PETITT LEGAL GROUP, PLLC
MEDIATION SERVICES
CAROL SCHURECK PETITT
CERTIFIED CIVIL MEDIATOR

Join Our Member Services Committee

 More than 20 years civil litigation experience

We’re looking for volunteers who have great ideas about ways we can make your
LBA membership more valuable, from helping us identify new member benefits to
giving us feedback on what types of services members would like the LBA to offer.
Contact Marisa Motley at mmotley@loubar.org to join.

 Available statewide

502-243-9797
502-243-9684 (fax)
cpetitt@vplegalgroup.com

LBA Announces Business of Law Workgroup
The LBA is looking for volunteers to join a workgroup that will help our members
with the business of practicing law. Like any business, you have responsibilities
that have nothing to do with your legal skills—you need to find tools that can help
you and your staff be more productive; you need to polish up your
personal brand; you have to make hiring decisions and learn how
to manage employees. That’s where the LBA comes in—how
can we help you get better at the business of practicing law.
Interested? Contact Kristen Miller at kmiller@loubar.org and
join our Business of Law Workgroup.

This is an advertisement.
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